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TERRORISM  AND  TANKER  RISK

The New York Thruway tanker under-ride case in this issue
highlights a major design problem with gasoline tankers:
loaded unprotected gasoline fill lines designed to fail in
common vehicular collisions.  In this “Age of Terrorism,” this
is an unacceptable risk.

The problem goes back thirty years, to regulations following
passage of the Clean Air Act.  Before then, tankers were filled
from above through manholes and drained through pipes
from below.  Since the pipes were always empty, they were
required by law to fail in common collisions to protect the
gasoline-filled tanker compartments above them.

After the Clean Air Act, tanker loading completely changed.
The tankers were loaded from below with the vapors recovered
as they were displaced by incoming gasoline.  The former
drain lines were still required to fail on impact, but they were
now carrying more than half a barrel of gasoline.

More than 60,000 such tankers now troll our highways.  The
American Petroleum Institute (API) has stopped studying
the problem, saying that the number of under-rides is so small
that the problem is not worth fixing.  But in this Age of
Terrorism, it should be obvious that 30 gallons of gasoline in
unprotected piping is a risk not worth taking, on the streets
of New York, in town squares in Iraq or on major public
thoroughfares like the lower level of the George Washington
Bridge.  The API position is outdated.  The problem must be
fixed via offloading or technological advance.

 “JACKRABBIT” LARGE TRUCKS

EXPERT’S  CORNER

In this issue we present a new format with engineering
analysis in Italics.  Non-technical readers can skip the proofs
and focus on the drama, including, as in this issue, how the
NTSB bungled their investigation of a gasoline tanker under-
ride that burned out a bridge on the New York Thruway.  We
hope to use this format in a forthcoming book, tentatively
entitled Case Studies in Accident Reconstruction.  Please let
us know how it works for you.

Many thanks to the attorneys who worked with us on the
cases in this issue, especially Maggie Gillis of Whiteman,
Osterman and Hannah in Albany, Elliot Greenberg of Rosner,
Nocera and Ragone in New York, Nelson Cantor of Clausen
Miller in New York and Judith Norman of Shindel, Farnam &
Lipsius in New York, attorneys on behalf of insurance
subrogation interests in the gasoline tanker under-ride case.
We also thank Robert A. Sacco of Lyon and Fitzpatrick in
Holyoke, Massachusetts and Victoria Lieb-Lightcap of
Finkelstein & Partners in Liverpool, New York for their
support in the Giard and Griffith lane crossing cases.
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JACKRABBIT   LARGE  TRUCKS?

Most of us give a wide berth to semi-tractor trailers and other
large trucks for good reason.  Past issues of RECON NEWS
have focused on tank truck rollovers and fires, debris falling
from or kicked up by semi-trailers, and semis rear-ending cars
moving slowly for lane closures

Large trucks behaving like jackrabbits seems to run counter
to logic.  Semis accelerate much more slowly than automobiles
or light trucks.

But “jackrabbit” accurately describes situations where truck
drivers act aggressively or large trucks move onto highways
or across oncoming lanes in less time than it takes approaching
drivers to recognize danger and take appropriate action.
Large trucks can move surprisingly quickly over short
distances after starting up from rest.
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“JACK-RABBIT” GASOLINE TANKER NAVIGATION

Although it is said that New York City never sleeps,
Central Park Avenue in Yonkers is a deserted four-lane
highway at ten minutes past midnight on a clear, dry October
night.  The overhead streetlights almost simulate daylight,
but few cars are to be seen.

Imagine that your name is Gangone and that you are driving
a tractor-trailer loaded with 8,800 gallons of gasoline.  You
have just gotten off the New York Thruway, and you are about
execute a tight left turn onto Central Park Avenue that will take
you under the Thruway to a gas station a few hundred yards
away.  You stop at the bottom of the ramp, and you look to
your right up the Avenue to determine if it is safe to pull out,
knowing that the turn will take many seconds, and that during
this time the gasoline-filled 4-inch aluminum pipes near the
center of your tanker’s underbelly will be exposed to oncoming
traffic.  At your two-day deposition, you will say that you
looked up that road “four to six times” as you pulled on and
across the roadway.  Your drug test two hours after the
accident comes back positive for cocaine.

Now picture an intersection about 700 feet up the Avenue
where witness Babar is stopped at a traffic light in the passing
lane, facing the Thruway overpass, talking on his cell phone
and waiting for the light to change (See Figure 1).  And picture
Dr. Matera in a black sedan passing Mr. Babar on the right
and running the red light because he is already ten minutes
late for work and has nine more miles to drive to get there.  Dr.
Matera crashed into those pipes under that tanker and died
in the ensuing inferno, which destroyed the Thruway

overpass and shut it down for five months, killing local
businesses, and causing seven million dollars in direct
damages.

Our work in this case focused on two questions.  What did
Mr. Gangone really see when he looked to his right before he
started out?  And what did he see when he reached the middle
of that two lane road, when he could have hit his brakes and
kept that highly incendiary underbelly away from the
oncoming car?

Needless to say, this was a large case.  The National Traffic
Safety Board (NTSB) investigated; legal proceedings dragged
on for years.  But the essence of our analysis was simple.  Final
tanker position was determined and used to determine tanker
position at impact, consistent with tanker braking and driver
response under surprise circumstances.  Both vehicles were
then backed up, second by second, from point of impact to
bracket where Matera was when the tanker crossed the
centerline and when it left the curb.

Figure 2 focuses on the area where the tanker turned onto
Central Park Avenue.   Gangone said he pulled straight
forward as far as he could so his left rear wheels would clear
the curb, then turned as hard as he could using the whole road
including the zebra stripes where the right lane of Central Park
Avenue narrowed under the overpass.

Figure 3 shows tanker debris locations measured by a
Westchester County employee after the accident.  The data

does not directly locate the tanker in
the underpass, but the manhole next to
the rear bumper could be found on area
roadway drawings.  Using this datum,
tanker travel from startup to rest along
Gangone’s path in Figure 2 was 155
feet.  Figure 3 also locates valves at the
ends of the tanker’s underbelly piping,
but those valves could not be used to
determine point of impact because the
car pushed them  forward after impact.
They were found in a pile.

Once the geometry of the situation had
been determined, we could use witness
testimony and basic physics to
determine where the car and the tanker
were relative to each other.  Babar said
that Matera passed him at 40+ miles per
hour and braked just a second before
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Figure 1 – Site overview showing the tanker about to turn and the
Babar car about 670 feet away.

Figure 2 – The tanker at final rest and at impact according to
calculations and site survey data.

impact.   Gangone said the impact occurred while he was
still accelerating, 7-9 seconds after he started out.

Determining point of impact was an iterative process.
The quicker Gangone accelerated, the more distance he
covered in 7-9 seconds and the greater the top speed
he attained.  But higher top speeds require longer
stopping distances; total travel had to add up to 155
feet.  If, for example, Gangone accelerated for eight
seconds with a 0.1g acceleration, the tanker traveled
about 103 feet to impact.  Tanker speed at this point was
about 17.5 miles per hour.

d  =   ½ a t2  =   ½  x 0.1 x 32.2 x 82  =  103 feet

V  =  [2 ad ]1/2 =  25.7 feet/second or 17.5 mph

We check distance to impact by comparing total
travel distance with distance traveled after impact
while Gangone perceived danger, responded and
braked to rest.

d to impact   =  155 ft  -  dP    -  db

where dP   is the distance the tanker travels as the
driver perceives danger and db  is distance braked to
rest.  Distance dP is the product of truck speed and
Gangone’s perception/response time.  Since the
kinetic energy, ½  m V2 of a vehicle with mass m moving
at velocity V dissipates into heat as its tires slide with
friction force mfg over distance db  to rest,

½  m V2  =   m f g db

Or          V2  =  2 f g db ;  db    =   V2 /  2 f g

If Gangone’s perception/response time was 1.5 seconds
and if the friction factor for tractor-trailer tires sliding
on dry pavement is about 70% of the usual 0.7 maximum
for car tires sliding on dry pavement,

     d to impact    =   155 ft   -  V2 /  31.55   -   1.5 V

If tanker speed is about 17.5 miles per hour (25.7 feet
per second) as above,

d to impact   =  155 ft  -  20.9 ft   -  38.6 ft

                      =  95.5  feet

which compares reasonably well with the 103 feet
above.  Therefore, a  0.1g tanker acceleration is
consistent with Gangone’s eight seconds to impact,
his response to a surprise situation and total tanker
travel of 155 feet.   With a .09g tanker acceleration, the

Figure 3 – Measurements locating the tanker and the fill line
valves at rest.  The tanker was located in the underpass using the
manhole next to its rear bumper.
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Figure 4 – Reconstruction of Gangone’s perspective using site and vehicle models and a photographic background.  The
roadway was shut down for the photograph.  Since the ramp Gangone used had been eliminated, his eyeball perspective
had to be surveyed using as-built roadway drawings and a computer model of his cab.

                                  CAR  DISTANCE  FROM  IMPACT
time to tanker           at 40 mph         45 mph           50 mph
impact travel   (58.6  f/s)      (66 f/s)          (73.3 f/s)
————      —————      ————       ————        ————
 8 sec none   469 ft  528 ft  587 ft
 7 sec 1.6 ft   411 ft  462 ft  513 ft
 6 sec      6.4 ft   352 ft  396 ft  440 ft
 5 sec    14.5 ft   293 ft  330 ft  367 ft
 4 sec    25.8 ft   235 ft  264 ft  293 ft
 3 sec    40.2 ft   176 ft  198 ft  220 ft
 2 sec    58.0 ft   117 ft  132 ft  147 ft
 1 sec    78.9 ft     58.6 ft    66 ft    73 ft
 0 sec  103.0 ft     ——    ——   ——

difference is larger; the direct calculation gives
92.7 feet while the second calculation gives 112
feet.  With lower tanker accelerations, the
disparity grows.

Now that we know within a few feet where the
tanker was at impact, consider the table at right
which lays out car and tanker distance to impact
during Gangone’s eight second acceleration and
car speeds ranging between 40 and 50 miles per
hour.  The speed limit on this road was 40 miles per
hour.

Since witness Babar was sitting at the red light
about 710 feet from impact, the first row in this
table shows that Matera passed Babar on the
right before Gangone started out, regardless of Matera’s
speed.  And since the lanes of Central Park Avenue are about
12 feet wide, the “5 second” boldface row in the table shows
that when Gangone reached the centerline, where he could
have hit the brakes and kept the tanker’s underbelly piping
out of harm’s way, Matera’s car was about 330 feet away from
impact and  290 feet away from Gangone’s truck.  How could
Gangone not have seen Matera’s car?

To emphasize these results, we reconstructed Gangone’s
view up Central Park Avenue at startup and at the highway
centerline, using our site survey and vehicle computer models.
Figure 4 (in two parts) shows how this was done.  The car
computer models were placed in the site computer model and
viewed from Gangone’s position inside the tanker computer
model, with a photograph from the same position providing
a backdrop.  Figure 5 shows that when Gangone started out,
the Matera car was well past the Babar car, still sitting back
at the light.  And Figure 6 shows that when Gangone was at

the centerline and could have hit the brakes and kept his cargo
protected, Matera’s car was in full view and quickly
approaching his rig.

The reader may ask what this case has to do with jackrabbit
trucking. The tanker was a sitting duck compared with the
approaching car.  Yes, Gangone could be accused of driving
aggressively, but he made another decision that places him
squarely with the jackrabbits.  His company-approved route
did not take him through this uncontrolled tight turn.  It took
him 700 feet up Central Park Avenue through the J-leg shown
in Figure 1 to the same set of traffic lights where witness Babar
was sitting, where he would have made a controlled left turn.
In order to save a minute, Gangone repeatedly put himself and
his company at risk, and then set the stage for a major accident
that killed one person, caused seven million dollars in direct
damages, inconvenienced thousands of motorists, and
crippled the economy of a neighborhood for months.
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Figures 5 & 6– Gangone’s views at startup and at centerline if he accelerated at .09 g’s and if the car was at 45 mph.

THE NTSB GOT THE TANKER RECONSTRUCTION WRONG!

The NTSB rightfully used this accident to underline
their  serious concern regarding gasoline transport in
unprotected tanker fill lines.  They proved using photographs
that “most vehicles currently in use are capable of striking
[these] loading lines”, and they went on to say that the DOT
Research and Special Programs Administration “strongly
believes the practice of transporting hazardous materials in
exposed unprotected piping designed to fail if impacted in an
accident is an unnecessary risk.”  These days, given the
ability of terrorists to make use of such opportunities, their
concern is appropriate.

But with regard to the accident itself, the NTSB concluded
that it was entirely Matera’s fault, that Gangone never saw
Matera’s car coming because the car came over the crest of
a hill 850 feet away after Gangone looked to his right before
starting out (See Figure 5).  Their analysis overestimates the
distance the tanker traveled to impact and underestimates
how quickly Gangone accelerated to get there.

DISTANCE   OVERESTIMATION

The debris data in Figure 3 was obtained by Westchester
police officer Brillis before the NTSB relieved him of that duty.
It does not explicitly locate the tanker at final rest, but the
manhole in the figure allowed tanker final position to be
determined.  According to this data, the tanker traveled to rest
along the path fixed by Gangone’s testimony for a total of 155
feet.  But the NTSB report says that the tanker traveled 176
feet to impact, 70 feet more than our distance to impact and
20 feet more than our total path.

We checked our calculations, found no error, and then went
one step further.  Figure 7 (in three parts) shows that our final
position is consistent with photographic evidence.  If this
newsletter were an animated presentation, the photo would
fade into the computer model, and a pan to the top-down
position would drive the point home.

Now consider the effect of this error.  With 103 feet to impact
instead of 176 feet, the NTSB's average time to impact (using
a sister tanker on the same ramp) is reduced from 14.6 seconds
to 11.2 seconds, much closer to the 7 – 9 seconds Gangone
estimated.

176 ft   =  ½ a (t176)
2 ;  103  ft   =  ½ a (t103)

2

t103   =  (103/176)1/2 t 176  =  0.765 x 14.6     =   11.2 seconds

ACCELERATION    UNDERESTIMATION

The NTSB calculated an average acceleration rate of .051 g’s
over 176 feet using the average elapsed time of 14.6 seconds
for six pullouts from the bottom of the ramp.

d   =   ½ a t2 ;  a  =   2 d / t2

a   =    2 x 176 feet / 14.62   =   1.65  ft/sec2    =  .051 g's

This rate is somewhat less than the.07 g average in Figure 8
for 57 rigs with unknown loads moving 100 feet on level
ground in the presence of policemen.  But the road wasn’t
level at the bottom of this ramp; it had a 0.02 negative slope.
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If the driver just took his foot off the brake, the
rig would accelerate with .02 g’s.  Since Gangone
tested positive for cocaine, probably taken during
the shift he was completing, and since the
roadway was deserted, the .051 g acceleration
seems low.  Calculations using the equations
above confirm this; distance to impact after eight
seconds with a .051 g acceleration is only 52 feet,
but the check using distance traveled during
braking and driver response provides an impact
at 137 feet.  Even with ten seconds to impact the
situation is not much changed.

With tanker acceleration increased from .051
g’s to .07 g’s, time to impact is reduced from 14.6
seconds to 12.5 seconds.  With acceleration
increased from .052 g’s to 0.09 g’s, time to impact is reduced
from 14.6 seconds to 11.1 seconds.

t .07a   =  [ 2 x 176 ft /.07 x 32.2] 1/2;   =   12.5 sec

t.09a   =  [ 2 x 176 ft /.09  x 32.2] 1/2;   =   11.0 sec

With the 103-foot distance to impact also included, time
lapse between tanker startup and impact is reduced from
11.2 seconds (.051 acceleration) to 9.5 seconds (.07 g
acceleration) and to 8.4 seconds (.09 g acceleration).  The
highest acceleration is consistent with Gangone’s testimony.

t .07a, 103 ft    =  [ 2 x 103 ft /.07 x 32.2] 1/2   =   9.6 sec

t .09a, 103 ft   =  [ 2 x 103  ft /.09  x 32.2] 1/2   =   8.4 sec

Now compare tanker time to impact with the time Matera took
to crest the hill and drive 895 feet to impact.  At 40 miles per
hour (58.7 feet per second) he needed 15.2 seconds, at 45 miles
per hour, 13.6 seconds, and at 50 miles per hour, 12.2 seconds.

In every case, Matera has cleared the top of the hill before
Gangone starts out.  In all but the slowest acceleration case,
he has also run the red light and passed Babar on the right
before Gangone starts out.

WHAT   HAPPENED   HERE?

Why didn't the NTSB check this vital path length and
acceleration data upon which their conclusions were based?
We will never know, but we sure know how such errors could
have been avoided.  Their debris data should have included
the corners of the underpass for comparison with as-built
drawings.  And their on-site tanker acceleration tests should
have been conducted using a driver not employed by
Gangone’s employer and compared with literature data, as
above.

Careful reading of the NTSB report documents other errors.
According to their data in Figure 9, taken directly from Tables
1 & 2 in their Motor Carrier Group Factual Report, the car and
tanker are about 50% longer than they could possibly be!

Figure 7 – Tanker final positon determined
using photogrammetry
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Figure 8 – Tractor-trailer average accelerations on level
ground over 100 feet

Figure 9 – NTSB debris data compared with vehicle
measurements

Brillis’s tanker data in Figure 3 is correct within two feet, which
is justifiable since the rear end of the tanker pulled apart
during the fire.

In short, the NTSB did a lousy reconstruction job in this case.
At best, it is shoddy workmanship by an agency entrusted
with reconstruction of major transportation accidents.  At

This accident happens on a cold dry night in the dead
of winter.  The snow is heaped above the guardrails.  Mr. Giard
has just finished work, and he is driving home on an unlit two-
lane road when he encounters Mr. Darby in a tractor-trailer
pulling onto the highway and crashes into the side of the truck
cab (Figure 10).  Mr. Giard says the truck darted out in front
of him, that he didn’t even have time to hit his brakes, but Mr.

Darby says Mr. Giard didn’t have his headlights on and
suggests he was speeding.  The investigating officer says he
found no skid marks, but he is inexperienced, and he takes no
photographs.  By the time we get involved, four years after
the fact, a tree near where the truck pulled out had been cut
down, the car had been junked, and it was known that Giard
had been drinking.  Giard had admitted to one Budweiser after

work, but an opposing expert had opined
that the number of beers was not one but
three.   Needless to say, we faced what one
reporter dubbed a “daunting challenge”
when we took this reconstruction on.

Figure 11 shows the accident scene and the
parking lot where Mr. Darby was turning his
semi around after having gotten lost on his
way to pick up a load.  He said he pulled his
cab all the way across the road and backed
up to realign his trailer, and that the front of
his cab was fully in the parking lot when he
started out to make the turn.  But we could
not count on him sticking with that story,
and we had no information on how quickly
he accelerated.  We needed  a  general
solution to the problem, comparing the time
the truck could have been visible to Mr.

 “JACKRABBIT”  LANE  ENTRY

Figure 10 - Damage to the 1985 Buick Electra Mr. Giard was driving.

worst, it is collusion with and protection of a petroleum
industry party to a major case.
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Giard as it moved across the snow-cleared shoulder and lane
to impact with Mr. Giard’s perception/response time.

Isaac Newton came to our rescue with his epic equation, also
used in the Matera case above,

d  =  ½ a t2

where d is the distance an object travels during time t as it
accelerates with acceleration a from  rest.  Newton developed
this equation before clocks with second hands were invented,
using time intervals between water drops to relate the height
from which an object is dropped to the amount of time elapsed.
Since we were interested in elapsed time, we rewrote the
equation.

t  =  [ 2d/a ] ½

Now imagine that the front of the truck cab starts from rest
somewhere in the parking lot and use this equation to
compare time elapsed from startup to impact with time off the
road and shoulder where plowed snow would block Mr.
Giard’s view.

   time in view      =    time to impact   -   time not in view

   time to impact     =  [ 2 x distance to impact / a] ½

   time not in view  =  [ 2 x distance not in view / a] ½

   time in  view       =   [ 2 d to impact / a] ½    -  [ 2 d not in view / a] ½

Therefore, all we needed was truck acceleration a in order to
have a working relationship between truck starting point off
the shoulder and the amount of time the truck was in view.
Literature data for semis with unknown cargos starting from

rest on flat pavement in the presence of police officers
documents an average acceleration over 50 feet of about 3.2
feet per second per second (0.1 g’s) and a maximum
acceleration of 0.2 g’s.

Figure 12 shows the pullout situation Mr. Darby described
in his deposition, quantified using our site survey.  If the cab
starts out totally in the parking lot, it moves 14.8 feet to reach
the edge of shoulder where the snow was cleared away and
30.6 feet to impact.  If the truck accelerates at 0.1 g’s, it spends
about 1.3 seconds on the road and shoulder before impact.

   time in  view   =   [ 2 d to impact / a] ½    -   [ 2 d not in view / a] ½

            =   [ 2 x 30.6 ft  / 3.22 ] ½    -   [ 2 x 14.8 ft  / 3.22 ] ½

            =   4.36 seconds   -  3.03 seconds   =  1.32 seconds

But studies show that many people need more than a second
to sense danger and start to respond in surprise circumstances;
1.5 seconds is a recognized conservative value.  Therefore,
Mr. Giard did not have time to respond to Mr. Darby’s truck
entering the road, let alone swerve or brake to a stop.

Figure 13 shows the general solution we were seeking, with
the truck starting at various distances off the shoulder and a
range of acceleration rates since the box trailer was unloaded.
With the cab starting out at the edge of the parking lot as
above, the 1.32-second result is shown.  With reference to the
figure, the farther off the road the truck was when it started
out, the smaller the time it spent in full view before impact.  The
figure also shows that even if the truck was only a few feet off
the shoulder when it started out, there still was not enough
time for Mr. Giard to react.

Figure 11 - Overview of the Accident Site. Figure 12 - Pullout distance for the Darby
tractor if it started wholly in the lot.
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To address Darby’s suggestion that Giard was speeding, we
compared photographs of damage to the 1985 Buick Electra
he was driving with photographs of a “sister” 1990 Cadillac
DeVille, the oldest car we could find on the same chassis, after
a front-end crash into a flat barrier at 35 miles per hour.  We
could do no better since the car had been junked and we could
find no front-end crash
data for early Electras or
sister cars of closer
vintage.  Both cars were
heavily damaged, but
their front wheels did not
appear to be pushed back;
damage to the Cadillac
appeared to be more
severe.  We could not
quantify Giard’s speed
using this comparison, but
we could say that the
Buick was not moving at
high speed.  The local
speed limit was 40 miles
per hour.

So what happened here?
There is no question the
Giard car was visible for a
considerable distance
down the road if its
headlights were on;

Figure 13 - The general solution:  Truck time in Giard’s view as a function of starting
point and the range of acceleration to be expected for an empty truck starting from rest.
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Figure 14 shows Darby’s view if
his cab was just inside the parking
lot.  And there is no question
Giard had his headlights on before
impact; the investigating officer
found his taillights on when he
arrived.  Since the tree had been
cut down (Its stump is just visible
in Figure 14), we could not
document its blockage, but we
could say that leafless branches
do not block oncoming cars with
their lights on.  Therefore, we were
forced to conclude that Darby just
didn’t look to his left before he
started out the second time.

The jury agreed with us and
returned a verdict of  $803,300
with interest, one of the largest
ever reached in that Federal
jurisdiction.  The defense asked
for a new trial, saying the verdict
was “monstrously excessive,” but

the judge did not agree.  His ruling may be googled at "Motion
for a New Trial (Document No. 73)".

It was great fun to see jury members' eyes light up when they
got what we were driving at.  They awarded 100% of the
negligence to Darby, even though alcohol was involved.

Figure 14 – Darby’s view of the road if he started out fully in the lot.
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Figure 15 – Damage to Griffith’s pickup truck.

Figure 16 – The police diagram; impact is in the leftmost lane.

Mr. Griffith is driving down a six-lane local
highway on a clear Saturday morning when a box truck
driven by Mr. Gallagher crosses his path.  The impact
causes extensive damage to Griffith’s pick-up (Figure
15) and to his well being.

Figure 16 shows the situation as the investigating
officer saw it.  After impact in the left lane, the box truck
went into a four-wheel slide across two lanes and hit
a car sitting at a traffic light on a side street waiting to
make a turn.  Two witnesses, one following Mr. Griffith
and the other following Mr. Gallagher both said the
box truck turned in front of the pickup.  The fellow at
the light waiting to turn agreed; he said he saw the box
truck speed up as it approached the turn; he thought
it wasn’t going to be able to make the turn due to its
speed.

The box truck driver told an entirely different story.  He
said he went though the turn at no more than five miles
per hour and that the front of his truck had already
entered the side street where the stopped car waited
when impact occurred.  The opposing expert
disregarded the witnesses and followed Gallagher’s
story exactly, saying impact was in the right-most lane
and that the box truck moved through the turn at five
miles per hour.

Figure 17 shows the impact in the left lane with the
vehicles to scale, compared with damage to the front
end of the pick-up in Figure 15.  The damage is
geometrically consistent with a left-lane impact; the
front end of the pick-up would have been much more
evenly damaged if impact had occurred in the rightmost
lane.   Gallagher was clearly not being honest, but we
could not construct an ironclad proof because the
policeman and the fellow at the traffic light were never
interviewed or deposed.  By the time the case went to
trial, the policeman had retired and could not remember
why he placed the impact in the left-hand lane or where
the pick-up or the box truck ended up after their slides.
But the fellow at the traffic light was explicit.  He
remembered the truck sliding to a stop right in front of
him, and that his car barely moved.   Had we known this
when we wrote our report, we could have used box
truck sliding distance to rest to calculate a box truck
pre-impact speed near 20 miles per hour, four times
greater than Gallagher said and his expert opined.
This analysis proves without question that Gallagher
had been caught trying to jackrabbit across three
lanes.

“JACKRABBIT” LANE CROSSING
Since the officer did not specify pick-up final position, we could not
use a momentum balance to calculate box truck pre-impact speed
using vehicle final positions, but we could obtain an estimate for
post-impact box truck speed by assuming a complete slide to rest
over 35 feet as in Figure 18. Since the kinetic energy, ½  m V2 of a
vehicle with mass m moving with velocity V dissipates into heat as
its tires slide with friction force mfg over distance d to rest,

½  m V2  =   m f g d

Or          V2  =  2 f g d
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Since the effective friction factor for 10,000-pound
box truck tires sliding on dry pavement is about
87% of the friction factor for car tires on dry
pavement, and since most analysts use a 0.7 friction
factor for car tires sliding on dry pavement,

      V2  =   2 x .87 x .7 x  32.2 x 35  ft2/ sec2

           V  =    37 feet per second or 25.2  mph

The most accurate calculation recognizes that the
box truck tires are not always sliding because the
truck is also moving forward.  Again, with reference
to Figure 18,

      V2  =   2 f g  Ó di  sinái

where the path d is broken into subparts of length
di and the sines of the subangles sum only those
portions of the path perpendicular to tire forward
travel.  The result for ten subparts is a post-impact
box truck speed of 15.7 miles per hour.

If as in this case, the slide is not over a large angle,
the equation can be simplified because the angles
and distances are almost the same.

      V2  =   2 f g d  siná

            =   2 x .87 x .7  x 32.2 x 35 x sin 32o ;

       V  =   27 feet per second or 18.4 mph

In the absence of this proof, we relied instead on a
statistical analysis of 50 vehicles making the same
turn to show that average speed in that turn was
about 15 miles per hour, three times greater than
Gallagher had estimated.  But the judge refused to
allow any reference in court to other vehicles making
the turn, even though the opposing expert had no
proof for his five-mile-per-hour opinion.  We could
still poke holes in the defense expert’s argument on
rebuttal, however, noting that the 13 seconds it
would have taken the box truck to cross three lanes
to impact at five miles per hour was completely
inconsistent with Gallagher’s testimony that he saw
the oncoming pickup 75 yards in front of him when
he started to turn.  At the 45-mile per hour speed limit,
the pick-up would have covered that 75 yards in
about 3.4 seconds.

In the end, the jury smelled a rat and awarded a large
sum to Griffith.  But a capable defense attorney had
succeeded in confusing the situation enough that
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Figure 17 – Our site diagram showing pickup damage consistent with
impact in the left lane.

Figure 18 – A site close-up documenting about 35 feet of box travel
in the oncoming lane to impact and 35 feet more during a slide to rest.

the jury also handed Griffith a percentage of the negligence, probably
on the testimony of a witness who said he was traveling over the speed
limit.  What the jury did not understand was that Griffith’s speed had
only placed him where he was at the moment Gallagher crossed the
centerline.  With Gallagher’s truck at about 15 miles per hour (22 feet
per second) it moved roughly 35 feet from yellow line to impact (See
Figure 18) in about 1.6 seconds.  But many people need about 1.5
seconds or more to recognize danger and decide what to do in a surprise
situation.  Just as the witness said, Griffith only had time enough to
swerve.


